We provide a novel method for large volatility matrix prediction with high-frequency data by applying eigen-decomposition to daily realized volatility matrix estimators and capturing eigenvalue dynamics with ARMA models. Given a sequence of daily volatility matrix estimators, we compute the aggregated eigenvectors and obtain the corresponding eigenvalues. Eigenvalues in the same relative magnitude form a time series and the ARMA models are further employed to model the dynamics within each eigenvalue time series to produce a predictor. We predict future large volatility matrix based on the predicted eigenvalues and the aggregated eigenvectors, and demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method in volatility prediction and portfolio allocation problems.
Introduction
In modern finance, volatility measures the degree of dispersion for assets and plays a pivotal role in portfolio allocation, performance evaluation, and risk management. In traditional volatility analysis, researchers work with low-frequency data, that is, data at daily or longer time horizons. They employ discrete parametric econometric models that include the wellknown generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models (Bollerslev, 1986; Engle, 1982) and explain volatility dynamics with autoregressive type structures. The advances in information technology during the last two decades allow one to work with high-frequency data, that is, the intraday observations such as tick-by-tick stock prices. In this case, researchers model the price and volatility dynamics with continuous diffusion processes and employ nonparametric methodologies that can estimate the volatility consistently and efficiently. Empirical financial analysis often needs to manage portfolios consist of hundreds of assets and thus in this paper, we focus on volatility matrix prediction with high-frequency data, especially in the high-dimensional case.
High-frequency financial data for multiple assets face the so-called non-synchronization problem such that high-frequency prices of different assets are often recorded at mismatched time points. Data synchronization methods aiming to produce aligned prices include previous tick (Wang and Zou, 2010; Zhang, 2011) , refresh time (Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2012) , and generalized sampling scheme (Aït-Sahalia et al., 2010) . Moreover, high-frequency data are contaminated by market microstructure noises due to small market inefficiencies such as bid-ask bounce, discreteness of price change, as well as infrequent trading (Ait-Sahalia and Yu, 2008) . Given noisy high-frequency data, researchers constructed realized volatility estimators that take advantage of sub-sampling and re-averaging techniques to remove the effect of microstructure noises. Such estimators include multi-scale realized volatility matrix (MSRVM) (Zhang, 2011) , pre-averaging realized volatility matrix (PRVM) (Christensen et al., 2010) , and kernel realized volatility matrix (KRVM) (Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2011) . These are consistent estimators that can achieve the optimal convergence rate and perform well when the number of assets is small.
Empirical financial analysis often requires to manage portfolios that involve a large number of assets and in this case, the realized volatility estimators mentioned above encounter the "curse of dimensionality" and have poor empirical performance. Recent developments in high dimensional statistics suggest that large matrix estimation often requires to impose sparsity condition and employs regularization methods to yield consistent estimators (Bickel et al., 2008a,b; Kim et al., 2016; Wang and Zou, 2010) . However, the sparsity condition may not be satisfied in real financial applications. Common market factors such as industry sectors, inflation reports, Fed rate hikes, and oil prices often affect the entire market and cause wide correlations in assets. To model this stylized fact, approximate factors models indicating that the volatility matrix consists of the factor (low-rank) and idiosyncratic (sparse) volatility matrices are often adopted (Ait-Sahalia and Xiu, 2017; Fan et al., 2013 Fan et al., , 2016 Fan and Kim, 2018) . Under the approximate factor models, researchers have further imposed low-frequency parametric model structures in the factor volatility process to future capture the dynamics for better prediction performance (Kim and Fan, 2019; Kim et al., 2019; Tao et al., 2013) . On the other hand, structured dynamics also exist in the idiosyncratic volatility process (Barigozzi and Hallin, 2015; Connor et al., 2006; Rangel and Engle, 2012; Van Nieuwerburgh et al., 2014) . In light of these, we propose to capture the dynamics of the factor and idiosyncratic volatility process together to achieve the more precise volatility prediction. A natural approach to achieve this goal is to apply autoregressive type modeling techniques to the whole volatility matrices, which is, however, unrealistic in the high-dimensional case and will cause large estimation and prediction errors. Thus, we propose to capture the dynamics through the eigenvalues of the large volatility matrices.
In this paper, we apply the eigen-decomposition to daily volatility matrix estimators and further employ the ARMA models to explain the dynamics in the obtained eigenvalues. In specific, given high-frequency data for multiple assets, we adopt the well-performing realized volatility matrix estimators such as the MSRVM, the KRVM, and the PRVM to obtain a sequence of daily volatility matrix estimates. The eigenvectors for the average of daily volatility matrix estimates are then computed and used to recover the eigenvalues for each volatility matrix estimate. The eigenvalues are arranged in order and the ones in the same magnitude position from the sequence of volatility matrix estimates form a time series. We note that the autocorrelations of these eigenvalue time series are evident given empirical data and we employ the ARMA models to explain the dynamics and obtain predictors, where specific model selections are based on information criteria. The time-invariant aggregated eigenvectors and predicted eigenvalues allow us to construct predictors for future large volatility matrix. We call the proposed methodology the dynamic realized volatility (DRV) approach for volatility matrix prediction. We apply the DRV to empirical data and demonstrate its advantages over other available methods in volatility prediction and portfolio allocation problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the model for highfrequency data and the volatility matrix estimation methods such as the PRVM. In Section 3, we present the proposed methodology for constructing future volatility matrix predictors. In Section 4, we investigate the empirical performance of the proposed method in volatility prediction and portfolio allocation problems. In Section 5, we include concluding remarks.
Realized volatility estimators

The model set-up
Denote the true log prices of p assets at time t by X(t) = (X 1 (t), . . . , X p (t)) . High-frequency finance literature usually takes the following assumption that X(t) obeys a continuous-time diffusion model
where µ(t) = (µ 1 (t), . . . , µ p (t)) is a drift vector, σ(t) is a p-by-p matrix, dB t = (B 1t , . . . , B pt ) is a standard p-dimensional Brownian motion. The spot or instantaneous volatility matrix of X(t) is defined as
In application, we are interested in the integrated volatility over one day, that is,
High-frequency data are contaminated by microstructure noises that are caused by trading mechanisms such as bid-ask bounces (Ait-Sahalia and Yu, 2008) . As a result, instead of observing the true log price of X i (t), we observe its contaminated price Y i (t i ) at time t i , where i = 1, . . . , p, = 1, . . . , m i . In general, prices for different assets may be collected at distinct time points so that t i = t j for i = j. This is the well-known non-synchronization phenomenon such that high-frequency prices of different assets are recorded at mismatched time points. We take the well-agreed assumption in the high-frequency literature such that 
Data synchronization and realized co-volatility
To construct the realized volatility estimator given p assets, we first need to synchronize the high-frequency data collected at distinct time points. Data synchronization schemes aiming to align the prices include previous tick (Wang and Zou, 2010; Zhang, 2011) , refresh time (Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2012) , and generalized sampling time schemes (Aït-Sahalia et al., 2010) . The generalized sampling time scheme is the most general and include a sequence of time points {τ 1 , . . . , τ m } such that (1) 0 = τ 0 < τ 1 < · · · < τ m−1 < τ m = 1 and max 1≤j≤m (τ j − τ j−1 ) → 0 in probability as m → ∞; (2) there exists at least one observation for each asset between consecutive τ j 's. Given this time scheme and for asset i, we select an arbitrary observation Y i (t i ) such that t i ∈ (τ j−1 , τ j ] and denote the observation as Y i (τ j ).
The synchronized prices corresponding to time τ j is Y(τ j ) = (Y 1 (τ j ), . . . , Y p (τ j )) and the data set for volatility estimation follows to be Y(τ j ), j = 0, . . . , m.
Remark 1. Given the synchronized prices Y(τ j ) and without the existence of the microstructure noises, Γ can be estimated consistently by the following realized volatility
As a matter of fact, it is well agreed in finance literature that high-frequency data at the 5-minute frequency could guard against the microstructure noises and in this case, Γ performs well in numerical analysis.
Pre-averaging realized volatility estimator
Given the synchronized prices Y(τ j ), j = 0, . . . , m, and in the presence of microstructure noises, the pre-averaging realized volatility matrix (PRVM) estimator (Christensen et al., 2010; Jacod et al., 2009 ) defined in the following can estimate Γ consistently
K is a bandwidth parameter of the order m 1/2 , and g(·) is a weight function that is assumed to satisfy the following assumptions: g is continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable with a piecewise Lipschitz derivative g , moreover, g(0) = g(1) = 0 and
Remark 2. When p is fixed and m goes to infinity, Γ defined in (2.4) can achieve the optimal convergence rate of m −1/4 in estimating Γ. We note that given the model described in (2.2), the quadratic termȲ(τ r )Ȳ(τ r ) are quadratic functions of the log price process X i and the microstructure noises i , and the quadratic terms involving only i contribute to the asymptotic biases. Subtraction of η corrects the bias, which, however, destroys the positive semi-definiteness of the estimator. In order to keep the positive semi-definiteness of the estimator, we need to retain the bias and as a result, will settle at a slower convergence rate.
Methodology for large volatility matrix prediction
In this section, we develop the methodology for predicting future volatility matrix. The proposed method captures the volatility matrix dynamics through its eigenvalues to construct predictors and applies to volatility matrix both in low and high-dimensions.
Eigen-decomposition
Let Γ i be the realized volatility matrix estimator for the ith day where i = 1, . . . , n, and our goal is to construct a predictor for Γ n+h for any integer h such that h ≥ 1. Γ i can be obtained using the multi-scale realized volatility matrix (Zhang, 2006) , the kernel realized volatility matrix (Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2011) , or the pre-averaging realized volatility matrix (Christensen et al., 2010) estimation method. Following the usual eigen-decomposition, we decompose the volatility matrix estimator Γ i as
where λ i,j is the jth largest eigenvalue of Γ i and e i,j is the corresponding eigenvector. In our proposed methodology, we assume that eigenvectors are time-invariant for building up a more in-depth connection among the eigenvalues. Specifically, let
and e j be the eigenvector of Γ that corresponds to the jth largest eigenvalue of Γ. We name the eigenvectors e j , j = 1, . . . , p as the aggregated eigenvectors and use them to recover the eigenvalues for the ith day in the following
As a result, for each fixed j, we have formed a time series of eigenvalues λ 1,j , λ 2,j , . . . , λ n,j . That is, the eigenvalues in the same magnitude position from a sequence of volatility matrix estimators form a time series, whose dynamics are investigated in Section 3.2.
Remark 3. The concept of eigen-decomposition is often used in approximate factor models for decomposing the large volatility matrix into its factor and idiosyncratic components (Fan et al., 2011 (Fan et al., , 2013 . Specifically, let r be the number of common market factors that is a lot smaller than p, which can be determined by the procedures described in Ait-Sahalia and Xiu (2017); Kong et al. (2019) . Then the first r eigenvectors and eigenvalues determine the factor volatility matrix while the remaining p − r ones determine the idiosyncratic volatility matrix. Kim and Fan (2019) further models the factor eigenvalue dynamics with a GARCH model structure while Tao et al. (2011) and Kim et al. (2019) attempt to capture the factor volatility matrix dynamics with a vector autoregressive model structure. For the idiosyncratic volatility matrix, it is traditional to assume some sparse structure and employ regularized estimators (Fan et al., 2013 (Fan et al., , 2016 . Multiple studies also show that the idiosyncratic volatility exhibits structured dynamics and its contribution to the large volatility matrix is important (Connor et al., 2006; Herskovic et al., 2016; Rangel and Engle, 2012) . Our proposed method attempts to model the volatility dynamics via every single eigenvalue, whether it is associated with the factor volatility or the idiosyncratic volatility matrix.
ARMA modeling
In Section 3.1, we obtain in total p time series of eigenvalues. For each fixed j, we model the dynamics in the time series λ 1,j , λ 2,j , . . . , λ n,j by the standard ARMA model
where for each j, a i,j is a white noise series, and d j and s j are non-negative integers. To determine the d j and s j values, we employ the information criteria such as the AIC or the BIC. Model parameters are estimated by maximizing the usual quasi-likelihood function. Denote the parameter estimators by { φ 0,j , . . . , φ d j ,j , θ 1,j , . . . , θ s j ,j }, we predict each future eigenvalue by its conditional expectation. For example, the one-step-ahead predicted value of eigenvalue is
where a i,j is the residual term given a fitted model.
Remark 4. The ARMA modeling approach is inspired by the empirical data where autocorrelations in the time series formed by eigenvalues are evident, especially for the eigenvalues in relatively large magnitude. We note that other dynamic models can be employed to capture the eigenvalue dynamics, but the ARMA models are rather sufficient and easy to implement in the empirical analysis. For example, one could consider applying vector autoregressive models to the combined p times series to explain the co-dynamics in the eigenvalues. When p is large, penalized regression such as the lasso or ridge regression may be adopted to reduce the prediction errors. However, such modeling approach may not be very efficient empirically due to the time-consuming algorithms.
Prediction methodology
Given the aggregated eigenvectors e 1 , . . . , e p from Section 3.1 and the predicted eigenvalues λ n+1,1 , . . . , λ n+1,p from Section 3.2, we propose to predict the one-step-ahead volatility matrix Γ n+1 by
For the general h-step ahead forecast, we have Γ n+h = p j=1 λ n+h,j e j e j where λ n+h,j 's are the h-step ahead predicted eigenvalues given the ARMA models. We name the proposed methodology for volatility matrix prediction the Dynamic Realized Volatility (DRV) method.
Remark 5. The DRV method relies on the assumption that the eigenvectors are constant over time. We note that this assumption is not too strong as in the principal component analysis, the eigenvectors provide the directions to decompose the volatility matrix while the eigenvalues determine the strengths into each direction. Since we are working with the same set of assets and their corresponding volatility matrices over time, it is reasonable to assume that the directions do not change much during the time evolution.
Remark 6. Existing methods (Fan et al., 2013 (Fan et al., , 2016 Kim and Fan, 2019; Kim et al., 2019; Tao et al., 2011) for modeling the large volatility matrix dynamics assume many conditions and require additional efforts to determine terms such as the number of common market factors r, the structure of factor loading matrix, the underline dynamics for the factor volatility matrix, the sparse structure and the threshold level for the idiosyncratic volatility matrix, so on and so forth. Our proposed DRV method avoids all these steps and thus, stays away from possible errors that may be generated during these steps. Moreover, the DRV method is capable of capturing the whole volatility dynamics and is easy to implement empirically.
Numerical Results
In this section, we demonstrate the proposed prediction methodology with real trading stock prices recorded in minute of 200 companies from January 1st, 2013 to December 31st, 2013. The complete data set was obtained from Wharton Data Service (WRDS) and the symbols of the 200 stocks are listed in Table 1 according to their industrial sectors. The number of highfrequency returns daily is m = 390 and the number of low-frequency periods is n = 252. For the total number of assets p, we studied three scenarios for p = 22, 55, 200. When p = 22 and 55, we selected the first 2 and 5 assets from each of the 11 industrial sectors listed in Table  1 , respectively. For each of the 252 trading days, we estimated the daily integrated volatility matrix by the PRVM estimator. Denote the corresponding estimates as Γ i , i = 1, . . . , 252. Eigenvalues of 1/252 252 i=1 Γ i were computed and were used to obtain the eigenvalue time series. Figure 1 presents the time series {λ 1,j , . . . , λ n,j } for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and p = 200. Figure  2 plots the corresponding autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions. Due to the space limitation, we provide results for the eigenvalues that are in relatively large magnitude and note that the remaining ones show similar behaviors, as well as for smaller portfolios where p = 22 and 55. The plots indicate that the eigenvalue time series tend to be stationary over time and the ARMA models are appropriate for capturing the underline dynamics.
To examine the prediction performance of the proposed methodology, we carried out a backtesting analysis. Specifically, given all the information up to time i − 1, we constructed the predictor Γ i by following the procedure described in Section 3, whose value is compared with the PRVM estimator at time i, that is, Γ i . We selected forecast origin o and repeated the procedure for the remaining n − o times. Define the following mean relative prediction error (MRPE)
where · 2 and · F denote the matrix spectral and Frobenius norms, respectively. We as well compared the prediction performance of the DRV with other methods such as the POET (Fan et al., 2013) and the SV-Itô (Kim et al., 2019). The POET serves as the benchmark while the SV-Itô performs the best empirically according to current high-frequency literature. For both the POET and SV-Itô methods, we need to determine the number of common market factors r that affects the whole financial market. Same as in Kim and Fan (2019) and Kim et al. (2019), we followed the procedure described in Ait-Sahalia and Xiu (2017):
where λ i,j is the jth largest eigenvalue of Γ i . By taking r max = 30, c 1 = 0.02 λ i,30 , and c 2 = 0.5, we settled at r = 3. Moreover, for both the POET and SV-Itô methods, we are also required to assume some sparse structure and employ regularized estimator for the idiosyncratic volatility matrix. Here we employed the global industry classification standard (GICS) for sectors as guidance (Fan et al., 2016) . Specifically, for any two companies that do not belong to the same sector according to Table 1 , their co-volatility was set to be 0 in the idiosyncratic volatility matrix estimator. For the POET approach, we took the martingale assumption and predicted the future volatility matrix Γ i by the current POET volatility matrix estimator Γ POET i−1
. For the SV-Itô approach, we further modeled the factor volatility matrix dynamics with a vector autoregressive model of order 1 and constructed a predictor Γ SVItô i by following the procedure described in Kim et al. (2019) . Table 2 summarizes the MRPE values for the DRV, the POET, and the SV-Itô methods. The forecast origins were chosen to be o = 146, 168, 188, 211, 231 which were the last trading days of August, September, October, November, and December. In general, the DRV method outperforms the POET and SV-Ito methods in predicting future volatility matrix. The results are consistent for portfolios of different sizes and across various split points.
We as well examined the performance of the proposed methodology in portfolio allocation problems. The minimum variance portfolio was studied. In specific, given all the information up to time i − 1, let Γ i be the predictor for volatility matrix at time i obtained via the DRV, the POET, or the SV-Itô approach. The minimum variance portfolio requires one to allocate assets by min w i such that w i J=1 and w i 1 =c 0
where J = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ R p and c 0 is the gross exposure constraint which varies from 1 to 2. Let w i be the vector that optimizes a specific portfolio given Γ i , we computed the following out-of-sample portfolio risk in the annualized form
where Γ RV i is the realized variance of day i obtained using (2.3). Given any forecast origin o, we repeated the procedure for the remaining n − o periods and obtained the mean out-ofsample portfolio risk as 1/(n − o) n i=o+1 R i . Figure 3 , 4, and 5 presents the annualized mean out-of-sample portfolio risks of the optimal portfolios obtained using predictors via the DRV, the POET, and the SV-Itô methods for p = 22, 55, and 200, respectively. For each portfolio size, we present portfolio risks that correspond to forecast origins o = 146, 168, 188, 211, 231. First, for each value of p, we observe similar behaviors so that the empirical results are consistent across various split points for each portfolio size. Moreover, smaller portfolios on average have higher out-ofsample portfolio risks and are more sensitive to larger exposure constraints. This is because smaller portfolios have weaker capabilities to diversify risks given their limited choices. When comparing the three methods, out proposed DRV method is the most stable and outperforms the POET and the SV-Itô methods, especially when p is large. Overall, in our case, an investor can handle financial risks the best by working with a portfolio that consists of all 200 assets and using the DRV method to allocate assets. The empirical results suggest that our proposed DRV method can produce a well-performing predictor by capturing the large volatility matrix dynamics through its eigenvalues.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we introduce a novel method for constructing future volatility matrix predictor. Specifically, we apply the eigen-decomposition to daily realized volatility matrix estimators and further model the underline dynamics in the eigenvalue time series by the ARMA models. Given the aggregated eigenvectors and the predicted eigenvalues, we can construct the predictor for future large volatility matrix. Comparing to other existing methods for estimating and predicting volatility matrix, our proposed DRV method avoids intermediate steps and is capable of capturing the large volatility matrix dynamics through its eigenvalues. In the empirical analysis, the DRV method is the most stable and performs the best. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model large volatility matrix dynamics through its eigenvalues. We focus on the empirical analysis of the proposed method in this paper, while its theoretical ground needs to be established carefully in the future. The annualized mean out-of-sample portfolio risks for the optimal portfolios obtained using predictor via the DRV, the POET, and the SV-Itô method for p = 22. The annualized mean out-of-sample portfolio risks for the optimal portfolios obtained using predictor via the DRV, the POET, and the SV-Itô method for p = 55. The annualized mean out-of-sample portfolio risks for the optimal portfolios obtained using predictor via the DRV, the POET, and the SV-Itô method for p = 200.
